[New concepts for staging and therapy of cervix cancer by endoscopic surgery].
Non-invasive staging of cervical cancer according to FIGO is out-dated. In contrast to clinical staging exact histopathologic evaluation of tumor extension and tumor biology can be achieved via laparoscopic evaluation. Invasive endoscopic staging is advantageous and should be integrated into the diagnostic armamentarium of gynecologic oncologists and radiotherapists. Through magnification and blood-less surgery minute anatomical structures can be identified laparoscopically. Thus, fibers of autonomic nerves can be visualized and parasympathetic fibres can be preserved. Conservation of these neural structures leads to significant reduction of postoperative morbidity of bladder and rectum. The concept of the sentinel lymph node is also valid for the uterine cervix. Selected biopsy of the sentinel node and identification of single tumor cells leads potentially to higher oncologic safety and may reduce morbidity associated with radical lymphadenectomy. In early stage cervical cancer fertility may be preserved by radical trachelectomy which is combined with laparoscopic parametric and pelvic lymphadenectomy. Following radical trachelectomy a pregnancy rate of 40% is achieved, the recurrence rate following conventional radical hysterectomy is identical.